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ASMS Members John Fenn and Koichi Tanaka
Share Nobel: The World Learns Our “Secret”
Early on the morning of October 9, our colleague John
Fenn at Virginia Commonwealth University received
an international phone call from Stockholm. It was early
evening in Kyoto, where Koichi Tanaka of Shimadzu
may have been settling down to dinner as his phone
also rang. The world was about to receive a wake-up
call, recognizing a “secret” that had seemed to be held
from all but our “inner-brotherhood” of mass spectrom-
etrists—the remarkable contributions being made by
our discipline. Tanaka and Fenn (along with Kurt
Wu¨thrich, an NMR spectrometrist from ETH-Zurich)
had joined the most elite group of scientists in the
world—the ranks of Nobel Laureates. Quoting from the
official Nobel press release: “Mass spectrometry is a
very important analytical method used in practically all
chemistry laboratories the world over. Previously only
fairly small molecules could be identified, but John B.
Fenn and Koichi Tanaka have developed methods that
make it possible to analyse biological macromolecules
as well.”
The Nobel record in our discipline goes back to
J.J. Thomson’s 1906 Physics Prize “in recognition of the
great merits of his theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions on the conduction of electricity by gases.” Next was
F.W. Aston’s 1922 Chemistry Prize “for his discovery, by
means of his mass spectrograph, of isotopes, in a large
number of non-radioactive elements, and for his enunci-
ation of the whole-number rule.” More recently, Hans
Dehmelt and Wolfgang Paul shared the 1989 Physics prize
“for the development of the ion trap technique.”
Despite this distinguished record, the 2002 Prize is
special for a number of reasons. In a New York Times
article datelined October 10, Kenneth Chang pointed out
that “Mr. Tanaka is one of the youngest chemistry laure-
ates, while Dr. Fenn did not begin his Nobel-winning
research until he was in his 60’s.” It is a remarkable and
gratifying irony that when JASMS began publishing in
1990—just two years after the date cited in the Nobel
release as the genesis of Fenn’s and Tanaka’s work—
prominent people dismissed mass spectrometry as a “ma-
ture” science. The juxtaposition of John Fenn and Koichi
Tanaka on the Award podium in Stockholm on December
10 will serve as an excellent metaphor for the breadth of
our discipline—in maturity, geography, and impact. (It is
both noteworthy and hopeful for our discipline that
maturity has not slowed John Fenn down in the least; at 85
he remains hard at work extending “Lessons from the
Pathology of an Addiction to Adduction by Electrospray
Ions” and studying “Levitation of Molecular Leviathans
on Wings of Charge”—two of his recent presentations
evincing his inimitable style.) We and all who benefit from
the new insights in protein and other chemistry made
possible by modern mass spectrometry can be grateful for
that breadth. We trust that John and Koichi will not fault
us for reveling a little in their triumph, as we congratulate
them on their remarkable individual achievements!
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